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Abstract : 

The theory of absolutes has agreed to God, Soul, absolute are the principle and the same meaning. 

Unfortunately, Einstein has no understand the meaning of the principle. How is it possible that this world 

is a without principle? And this world is based on the without principle? Relativity may not be low, not be 

rule, not be principle also to say that this universe is relative is a wrong. I am sorry to say that Einstein 

has not able to find that principle. Suppose, I have become from my father, is a wrong. I have become 

from the principle is truth. I have gone to find that principle; it will get me that is Semen. So that I say, 

Einstein has not able to find that principle. 

 

Introduction : 

Let us try to find that principle. 

(See Paper-2) “Internal spherical geometry” in which given 11 definitions in which involved the meaning 

of the actual soul sight. That paper indicates different living entities having different shapes. Finally, that 

entities become into the circle. This circle is origin shape. 

Note, this circle is not on the blackboard but is universal circle it is in rotatory motion. In this situation, 

automatically source a centre point has being. This centre point has no birth, no death, not effected from 

another always continue, constant, independent and always being (circle may exist or may not exist) 

We may looking to this centre point into the farm of particle we say to it principle or particle. Entity 

means body. This body is fill-up by this principle/Particle. All this world is fill-up by this particle. 

Ordinary people says to this principle is God, Soul, absolute. 

 

Demonstration : 

Attention, this particle (Soul) always being into the navel of stomach of each entity, not in the 

heart. This micro particle (Principle) having great able, nobody equal to it and nobody more than it. 

Let us see something ability of that particle as: 

This particle is:- 

Omni potent, Omni potence, Omni presence, Omni present, Omni science, Omni scient, Omni vorous. 
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The face of this micro particle (God particle) is as 

 

 

 Mass   Diameter    Motion 

 1/c g     1/c cm     c/1 sec.  

 

 

Remember, the state of relativity cannot come into being without absolute. 

Please, to take something into consideration this meaning of the actual soul sight and to decide is proper 

or improper. 

Einstein’s examples and experiments are optical illusion, Reconsideration is need. 

 

 

Conclusion : 

I have much respect to Einstein for found the equation E = mc
2
. This world made by E = mc

2
  

and E = mc
-2 

 

So that let us say that this world is corollary not relative. 

  

  


